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Responses from Quios use the following numeric codes. Test mode messages 
in Q-Caster are limited to responses numbered 100-199.  

Code Text Meaning 
110 message accepted Q-Caster has accepted the message for validation and 

delivery. 
111 message accepted for 

testing 
Q-Caster has accepted the message in testmode. No 
delivery attempts will be made. 

115 internal error, fatal Q-Caster has encountered an unrecoverable error. 
130 number blocked, 

account 
This number is not reachable from this account. 

131 number blocked, 
eWingz 

This number is not reachable from the Quios system. 

134 no route to subscribed 
carrier 

Message is not deliverable because there is no route to this 
Handset. 

136 invalid number The MSISDN is not valid. 
137 invalid number, 7-15 

digits only 
The MSISDN is not valid because it is the wrong length. 

138 invalid number, bad 
country code 

The MSISDN is not valid because no such number exists in 
the provided country code. 

139 invalid number, not a 
handset 

The MSISDN is not a valid number. 

140 illegal originator The originator is not allowed. Note: numeric originators are 
allowed only by prior contractual agreement. 

141 invalid content The content of the message is invalid; usually this indicates 
a blank text message or an invalid RTTTL message. 

144 daily limit exceeded The Provider's account has exceeded the contractual daily 
limit for messages.  

145 monthly limit 
exceeded 

The Provider's account has exceeded the contractual 
monthly limit for messages. 

301 message defunneled SMS has been removed from input funnel and is added to 
the Q-Caster database. 

302 message selected for 
routing 

The message has been retrieved from the Q-Caster 
database. 

303 message routed A downstream provider has been chosen based on the 
SMS's requirements. 

304 message selected for 
delivery 

The SMS has been retrieved from the database for sending 
to a downstream provider. 

305 message added to 
process queue 

 The message has been queued for delivery to a 
downstream provider. 

306 too many attempts The message has exceeded the allowed number of delivery 
attempts. 

307 message routed 
waiting for parent 

This is part of a multipart message, and is waiting for the 
earlier message parts to be delivered. 

312 status query sent Quios has requested delivery status from downstream 
provider. 

314 internal error, retryable The message has encountered a non-fatal internal error; 
delivery will be re-attempted. 

315 internal error, fatal The message has encountered a fatal internal error. 
318 external error, fatal The message has encountered a fatal external error. 
410 message accepted Message has been accepted by a downstream provider for 

delivery attempt. 
413 status query failed Downstream provided could not provide delivery status. 
414 internal error, retryable The message has encountered a non-fatal internal error; 

delivery will be re-attempted by eWingz. 
415 internal error, fatal The message has encountered a fatal internal error. 
420 no further status No further status information is available from the 

downstream provider. 
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Code Text Meaning 
505 message added to 

process queue 
The downstream provider has queued the message to the 
final carrier for delivery. 

510 message accepted The final carrier has accepted the message for delivery. 
515 internal error, fatal The message has encountered a fatal internal error. 
516 external error, 

retryable 
The message has encountered a non-fatal external error; 
delivery will be re-attempted by eWingz. 

517 external error, waiting The message has encountered a non-fatal external error; 
delivery will be re-attempted at a later time by the 
downstream provider. 

518 external error, fatal The message has encountered a fatal external error. 
519 handset is off The destination Handset is powered off; message delivery 

will be re-attempted at a later time by the downstream 
provider. 

520 no further status No further status is available for this message. 
534 no route to subscribed 

carrier 
The carrier that the Handset is subscribed to is not 
reachable. 

535 carrier has no SMS 
service 

The carrier that the Handset is subscribed to is not 
reachable. 

536 invalid number The downstream provider has determined that this MSISDN 
is not valid. 

540 illegal originator The downstream provider has disallowed this originator.  
541 invalid content The downstream provider has disallowed this content. 
542 inexpensive SMS only The downstream provider's charges exceed those allowed 

for this message. 
570 SMS not provisioned Regardless of the Handset's physical capabilities, the 

service provider does not allow this Handset to receive 
SMSs. 

571 validity period expired The validity time period for this message has been 
exceeded. 

572 unknown subscriber The downstream provider has no record of this subscriber. 
573 SMS temporarily 

barred 
This subscriber cannot receive SMS. 

574 no route to visited 
carrier 

This subscriber is roaming, and there is no route to the 
Handset. 

576 temp. delivery failure, 
fatal, SIM full? 

The downstream provider has encountered a temporary 
failure; delivery will be re-attempted at a later time. 

610 message accepted Message was accepted by the destination Handset. 
  


